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If you look at Ireland on a clear day you can see Galway
The Celts – The Vikings - The Normans – The English – The Irish – The Europeans
Medieval Galway

Imagine living in a city that people have lived in ... and died in for eight hundred years!

Brian Nolan @galwaywalks
Hanging out in Galway
Galway - Hookers

Galway Hooker

Galway Hooker Beer
Galway - The Claddagh

The Claddagh

Claddagh Ring
Galway – Salthill – Seaside – Wild Atlantic Way
Summer in Galway

Galway Races

Galway International Arts Festival

Brian Nolan @galwaywalks
Galway – A city of music and dance
Galway Girls – Ed Sheeran and Saoirse Ronan

Brian Nolan @galwaywalks
Education - Galway University - NUIG
Galway
Higher Education
Galway Today

Over 3 Million Visitors annually

European ‘Capital of Culture’ 2020
What I do – Galway City Walking Tours
@galwaywalks

Tours for ordinary folks....

And the odd celebrity...!
Thank you for watching
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